
Creating and running 
experiments on Mechanical 

Turk and CrowdFlower



Crowdsourcing works 
for tasks that are:

Decomposable into simpler tasks that can 
be joined together  
and/or  
Parallelizable into small, quickly completed 
chunks



Crowdsourcing works 
for tasks that are:

Balanced so that each task contains the 
same amount of work 
- Don’t have tons of work in one 
assignment but not another 
- Don’t ask workers to annotate something 
occurs in the data <<10% of the time



Crowdsourcing works 
for tasks that are:

Well-suited to quality control (e.g. some 
data has known correct answers) 
but 
Robust to some amount of noise/errors (e.g. 
the end goal is to train a statistical model)



Preset Templates



Paraphrase judgement
(Running example for today…)



Demos!

1. Mechanical Turk web interface 
2. Mechanical Turk API, via Python  

(http://boto.readthedocs.org/en/latest/ref/mturk.html) 

3. CrowdFlower web interface 
4. CrowdFlower API, via Python  

(https://github.com/peoplepattern/crowdflower)

http://boto.readthedocs.org/en/latest/ref/mturk.html
https://github.com/peoplepattern/crowdflower


Development sites

https://requestersandbox.mturk.com

https://requestersandbox.mturk.com/create/projects/new


https://make.crowdflower.com/jobs/JOB_ID/settings/channels

Development sites

https://make.crowdflower.com/jobs/731405/settings/channels


Writing Instructions



Writing Instructions

I hav
e a q

uestio
n abo

ut the
se hit

s. When t
he 

subst
itutio

n makes 
the se

ntenc
e end

 up s
aying

 

somethin
g lik

e, "Th
e small g

irl gi
rl was 

jumping 
rope,

" or 
other

 repe
tition

 of th
e sam

e 

word, what sh
ould that 

be ca
tegor

ized as?

I'm a little confused about when 

one word is a variant of another. 

On the linked page of expanded 

definitions it says "other relation" 

should be used when it is two 

forms of the same word. It uses 

the example of ancestor and 

ancestry. But, on the instructions 

on each hit page the first example 

uses snow and snowy and says to 

put equivalent. Could you please 

help me understand how to 

classify this type?



Writing Instructions



Writing Instructions

✔  If your task can’t be 
expressed in one paragraph + 
bullets, then probably break it up 
✔  Include an example of a right 
answer and a wrong answer 
✔  Clarify what you expect if the 
HIT is not doable (e.g. because of 
missing data or other problems)



Approving / rejecting



Approving / rejecting

• YOU have all the power 
• After reviewing a Worker’s submission, you can  

• approve it (worker gets paid) 
• reject it (worker does not get paid) 
• block the worker (worker is banned from 

working on any of your HITs, and may get 
blacklisted from MTurk)



Approving / rejecting



Approving / rejecting

• CrowdFlower decides who to 
approve/reject 

• Downloaded final results come with 
confidence/trust scores 

• Prepay for work, based on 
CrowdFlower’s projected cost 
estimates 
• Good gold data/Quiz Mode helps 

prevent problems


